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Chinese purchases of Californian
almonds drop as prices fluctuate
BY JENNIFER WILLIS-JONES

CALIFORNIAN
almond
prices have been rising
sharply of late, benefiting
from good shipment figures.
Indications this week though
are that prices may be easing
back slightly, which is
welcome news for many
buyers.

US Non Pareil select 23/25
shelled almonds are now
USD8 045/tonne cif north-west
Europe, up from USD7 500/tonne
at the start of this year. The new
crop is trading at some 50 US
cents below current crop levels,
yet with limited buying interest, it
is unclear whether these prices
will hold.
QFN Trading informed FOODNEWS that Non Pareils 23/25
Extra aol in cartons for March/
April shipments were priced at
USD3.72 per pound fas California, while new crop product,
expected
October-December
2013, is priced at USD3.30/lb fas
California.
US-based Primex said spot
prices for California Non Pareil
Supreme were at USD3.75-3.80/lb
fas. Blanchable Standards 5% are
USD3.20-3.25/lb fas for February-May shipment.
“The tone of the market
remains similar; limited sellers,
and prices firm,” reported California-based Primex. “However,
during these last few weeks,
buyers have been booking product,
sellers increasing prices, buyers
still booking, sellers continue to
increase prices, and ultimately
resulting in stagnant prices and
reduced demand.
“We find sales hard to make at
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Treehouse California Almonds’
Jonathan Meyer suggested that the
poor performance was down to
Chinese buying before the New
Year holiday period. It is anticipated that Chinese pipelines will
be relatively empty when they
return in a couple of weeks, but
how they will handle the higher
prices is key.
Year to date shipments (1
August, 2012-31 January 2013)
are down (-3%), in the most part
due to a poor performance in the
Middle East/Africa, particularly in
Egypt (-63%), Lebanon (-42%),
continued on page 6

IN THIS ISSUE
these current levels and buyers are
more willing to wait until they get
the right offer.”
Christophe Roquet from Eurobroker told FOODNEWS that
prices had dipped over the past
days: “The market was rising from
the beginning of the season. Now
after January shipments (+threemillion pounds), the prices are
down. The origin has offers 5-10
cents lower than last week and
second hand sellers can go even
lower. I would say Non Pareil
Supreme is at USD3.75/lb and
Non Pareil Extra at USD3.80/lb.
There was regular business
pushing the prices up. We are still
expecting users to cover their
needs – the origin was not selling
long term contracts so Q3 and Q4
still have to be covered but prices
are starting to go down. Sorry, but
I cannot explain. In fact, no one
understands.”
California shipped 156.5
million lbs of almonds in January,

a slight increase on the 153.7
million lbs shipped at the same
time in 2012. Robust shipments
have been recorded in the domestic market (+17%), in the Middle
East (+58%) and India (+95%). In
stark contrast, Chinese shipments
have been remarkably weak
(-68%).
“China was slow before their
New Year. We have seen that for
in-shell; they were taking lower
qualities (Californian types when
initially they were mainly buying
Non Pareil and Carmel). This
market is price sensitive but
looking at the prices of other nuts,
almonds are still cheap. They may
come back in March to cover their
needs.
“The alternative is Australia
from where you can find prices in
line or slightly below California.
Chile has a small production
which is sold very quickly so
cannot be considered a competitor,” Roquet added.

FCOJ futures fall
-3.8% on 19 Jan

Chinese AJC price
-11.5% in February

Polish AJC price
-8% this year
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EUR1.15/kg ex-works
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THE EU, and its labyrinthine bureaucracy, unelected
Commission, bloated budgets
and rampant fraud, often
comes in for criticism. Like
this opening paragraph,
actually.

It was nearly four years ago
that the Waren-Verein, that highly
respected German trade association of foodstuff importers and
traders, voiced its concern over
plans to establish EU border
inspection posts in Bulgaria
(FOODNEWS 21 August 2009).
The association’s fear was that the
controls would be lax, the temptation to take bribes and other
inducements immense, and that
once safely within the EU,
imported products of dubious
quality or provenance would then
be able to circulate freely within
the EU.
Much of what the Waren-Verein feared has now come to pass.
The horsemeat scandal is expanding every day, with companies as
blue-chip as Nestlé now being
forced to pull products from
shelves. True, the key factor here
was not products from other countries entering the EU unchecked,
but the fact is that once the bogus
beef was within the EU food
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distribution network, it could be
passed from country to country,
and as long as the paperwork was
in order, it was not checked. This
could happen to absolutely any
food product. In this instance, it
just happened to be meat.
Furthermore, the fraud does
not appear to have originated
outside the EU. Romania and
Ireland are both in the sights of
those following the paperwork
and carcass trails. There is strong
evidence to suggest that horse
meat in both countries wound up,
somehow, being labelled as beef.
But mis-labelling of products is
not new, and certainly not confined only to meat: there is a big
question mark over the origin of a
lot of AJC sold east of the EU, for
example.
Originally, this affair looked
like a desperate attempt by some
suppliers of budget meat intended
for cheap processed foods to
improve wafer-thin margins. That
assumption has now vanished.
This was fraud on a massive scale,
crossing many national boundaries, and involving some of the
world’s most highly respected
brands. If there is one crumb of
comfort to be gleaned from this
mess, it is that this is not actually

a food safety issue (unless you
count the very small risk of ‘bute’
entering the food chain in quantities enough to pose a risk).
There is another comforting
aspect. And that is that the EU’s
painstaking traceability legislation
actually works. It really is possible
to track the suspect meat from finished frozen products, through the
hands of numerous food manufacturers, and then food traders and
brokers, back to the actual meat
suppliers.
A spokesperson for the industry admitted on UK television that
companies did not test for horse
meat, adding “but they don’t test
for dogs and cats either”. This is a
valid point. You cannot test for
everything. It is only when there is
a new problem that new testing is
implemented. Nobody tested for
Sudan-1 a few years ago, because
nobody thought anybody would
put a carcinogenic textile dye into
chilli powder. Now Sudan-1
testing is routine. Random DNA
testing for horse meat will also
become routine, and when the
next scam is unravelled, more
testing will become standard procedure. The cost will simply be
passed on to the consumer. And
there will be a next scam.
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Industry News

Brazilian FCOJ inventory now
put at over one million tonnes
BY VLADIMIR PEKIC

RECENT rumours about a
possible smaller FCOJ inventory in Brazil (FOODNEWS
15 February) than was previously declared have prompted
citrus producers in the
country to request greater
government involvement in
monitoring the sector, FOODNEWS has been told.

“Associtrus [the growers’
organisation] does not have the
conditions to perform surveys. We
base our information on the
USDA’s half-year reports. Their
technicians have covered the sector
for the past 30 years, preparing the
GAIN Reports, which have never
been contested by anyone in the
orange juice sector,” Flávio Viegas,
president of the citrus growers’
association Associtrus, told
FOODNEWS.
Viegas maintains there was a

Closures for
many types
of soft drinks

PROCAP, a European manufacturer of plastic caps and
closures, has launched its
new 28-1881 Prospark,
designed for the full range of
PET bottle drinks from still
water to carbonated soft
drinks.

The closure is claimed to be
ideal for the 28-1881 neck finish,
and features a high carbon dioxide
retention that makes it suitable for
a wide range of drinks with CO2
volumes of up to 8.5 grams per
litre. Fillers can save time and
costs by being able to order a
single cap for a range of different
products, while the standard
dimensions of the cap mean there
is need to retool the filling line.
The closure has a wide seal
angle controlled by an outer mark
to assure the quality of the seal.
Any tampering would be obvious
immediately.
The new cap is fully compliant
with British Soft Drinks Association standards.

Key Indicator
Snapshot

huge
discrepancy
between
numbers presented by the Brazilian juice industry and numbers
published by the USDA.
“While industry was indicating
that the [early July 2012] inventory
in Brazil would amount to 555 706
tonnes (66 brix), the USDA was
calculating the stock at around
240 000 tonnes in its December
2011 report, subsequently revised
to 205 000 tonnes in May 2012 and
… then revised to 440 000 tonnes
in December 2012,” he disclosed.

Bigger inventory

However, CitrusBR has now said
that stocks on 31 December 2012
amounted to a colossal 1.14
million tonnes, comprising
311 000 tonnes stockpiled for 24
months under the government
subsidy programme (LEC), and
the rest represented by stocks held
in Brazil and in storage outside the
country. On 30 June 2012, stocks
were 662 452 tonnes, says CitrusBR, comprising 461 829 tonnes
in Brazil and 200 623 tonnes elsewhere. Associtrus is disputing this
figure.
“Everything indicates that
either the first information from
the industry was incorrect, or the
last information, or all of it. We
think that stocks ranged somewhere between 200 000-400 000
tonnes in early July 2012,” Viegas
disclosed.
If it is proved that the inventory
was below 300 000 tonnes then, in
addition to having manipulated the
market, processors will have disregarded an obligation to retain the
stocks for which they received
continued from page 1

Israel (-38%) and Saudi Arabia
(-37%). This is put down to
unrest in the region.
“Shipments are good, but
not as strong as feared. The
receipt number, although not
critical at this point, adds little
comfort to supply expectations.
Huge shipments to India will
dampen enthusiasm there for the
time being,” Meyer suggested.
“Flat footed European buyers

government financing, he added.
Associtrus raised this issue in a
meeting with the agriculture ministry and was told by authorities that
the Central Bank would be asked
to verify [FCOJ] inventories.
“Until now, we have not received
any news whether the verification
took place and if FCOJ stockpiles
were as reported by industry.
Hence, doubts remain,” Viegas
told FOODNEWS. He added that
the market “should demand more
transparency from the entire citrus
production sector in Brazil”.
As regards harvest forecasts,
producers have been lobbying for
years for a change in the opaque
methodology of estimating the size
of citrus harvests. The first official
estimate by Brazil’s National
Supply Company (CONAB) and
São Paulo’s Institute of Agricultural Economics (IEA) was made
only in 2009, but these estimates
are no longer available.
“Industries, which currently
account for around 50% of production, present authorities with
estimates from their own orange
groves, without allowing access to
technicians who could verify this
information. This methodology
does not prevent manipulation of
production data on the part of
industries,” the Associtrus official
added.
Viegas is also not optimistic
about the goings-on regarding the
setting up of Brazil’s Council of
Orange Producers and Orange
Juice Industries (Consecitrus),
warning that the statute that was
presented “gives the industry
control over Consecitrus”.
are now more covered and less
eager to follow further gains.”
All eyes are now on the state
during the bloom period. There
are reports that the bloom has
been delayed by a week due to
cold weather, but this is not
expected to have a lasting effect
on current crop pricing. It is
clear though, that with seven
months to go until the new crop
comes on stream supplies will
be tight.

News In Brief
More wine exported
REVENUE from exports of
Macedonia’s largest wine
producers rose by 25% to
over EUR55 million
(USD73.3 million) in 2012,
local media has reported.
Colin Graham reports:
export volumes went up by
19%, meaning it was largely
exported at higher prices.
“This success is partly due
to difficulties on the
European market where
there were a few bad harvests and some countries
had to import, but our highprofile presence at international trade fairs and support from the government
also contributed to this
result,” said Georgi
Petrushev, head of the
Wines from Macedonia
association. This body consists of 10 wineries that produce 80% of Macedonia’s
wine exports.

Monster to relabel
MONSTER Beverage Corp.,
the largest US energy drink
maker by sales volume, will
label its beverages’ ingredients under the federal guidelines for food products and
include caffeine content,
Beverage Digest reported.
Labels on cans will list “nutrition facts” instead of “supplement facts,” qualifying the
beverages as food items under
US FDA policies, Monster
chief executive officer Rodney
Sacks told Beverage Digest.
The change is intended to
blunt criticism of energy
drinks that Sacks said was
incorrect and unfounded,
Beverage Digest added.

Bunge stalwart retires
ALBERTO Weisser is to
retire as chief executive of
Bunge later this year, after
nearly 14 years in the post.
Bunge said on 7 February
that Soren Schroder, head of
its North America division,
would take over as chief
executive from 1 June.

Philippine fine dess
coconut
+6.8%

Iran pitted Sayer dates
+1.3%

Indian cashew kernels
320s
+0.6%

GBP1 250/tn exworks

GBP983/tonne

GBP5 147/tn exworks

Find more key data
in our on-line library at
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Sourcing peanuts remains tricky
despite record breaking US crop
BY JULIAN GALE

INTERNATIONAL peanut
dealers are facing ongoing
frustrations on the flow of
supplies reaching the market,
in which near-term availability remains limited despite a
record US crop late last year.

A lack of arrivals from alternative origins has compounded the
difficulties.
Herman Driesens of Rotterdam
broker Amberwood Trading
remarked: “Despite the huge crop
in the US it is almost impossible to
find offers for shipment in the next
four to five months. It seems the
capacity of shelling and blanching
is completely used based on all
contracts done in the recent past,
both export and domestically.”
Driesens added that the European spot market was also tight as
earlier no one had wanted to bring
in goods in a falling market as this
would present the risk of selling at
a loss later.
One UK trader said the US had
been overwhelmed with demand.
“They are now saying May or June
is the earliest that they can contract,” he said.
Meanwhile, reports emerged on
last week of fire damage to a
peanut storage facility in Mississippi, which was said to have
destroyed at least 2 500 tonnes,
signalling a reduction in forthcoming US supply.
Moreover, updated information

said there were concerns that a
further 8 000 tonnes in an adjacent
area, which was not directly hit by
the fire, might have been ruined by
smoke.
Rotterdam trader Aldebaran
Commodities gave US price indications in a market report on
Tuesday, listing medium runners at
around USD1 380 per tonne cif
and jumbo runners at about
USD1 425/tonne cif, both for shipment from March onwards.
However, it noted that on blanched,
the US was still not able to offer.
As well as selling large volumes
to Europe, the US has seen new,
strong interest from China.
According to trade estimates,
China has already purchased
80 000 tonnes of US peanuts and is
likely to be looking for at least
another 80 000 tonnes when it
returns from its New Year
celebrations.
One Chinese trade source said
US sales to China were being
shipped to the port of Hai Phong in
Vietnam where they were certified
as being of Vietnamese origin and
therefore not subject to hefty
import duties of 30% when subsequently imported across the border
into China. Chinese officials were
closing their eyes to this tactic for
the time being.
The Chinese trade source added
that local farmers were holding
onto their material for as long as
possible as they wanted to ensure
they had enough to meet domestic

BSDA’s reply on soft drinks tax
THE British Soft Drinks
Association (BSDA) has
issued a statement in reply to
the Academy of Medical
Royal Colleges report, which
called for a tax on soft drinks.

Gavin Partington, the BSDA’s
director-general, said: “We share
the recognition that obesity is a
major public health priority but
reject the idea that a tax on soft
drinks, which contribute just 2%
of the total calories in the average
diet, is going to address a problem
which is about overall diet and
levels of activity.
“Over the last 10 years, the
consumption of soft drinks
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containing added sugar has fallen
by 9% while the incidence of
obesity has been increasing, and
61% of soft drinks now contain no
added sugar.
Soft drinks companies are also
committing to further, voluntary
action as part of the government’s
Responsibility Deal Calorie
Reduction Pledge.
“Don’t forget that there already
is a 20% tax on soft drinks: 10
pence out of every 60 pence can of
drink already goes to the government thanks to VAT. Putting up
taxes even further will put pressure on people’s purses at a time
when they can ill afford it.”

oil crushing needs.
“It is speculated that late spring
here will start to see market sliding
down when the quickly rising temperatures do not allow farmers to
hold on their stocks. But the immediate post-New Year period may
continue to see prices see-sawing
and it may still be difficult to
obtain timely delivery of materials
to meet commitments. So the manufacturers and some exporters here
would rather book from abroad to
secure supply,” he added.
Aldebaran
Commodities
observed that Argentina was sold
out on its 2012 crop, apart from
some special parcels that might
need to be reprocessed before
export.
The South American country’s
2013 crop was in the ground, but in
desperate need of rain. Plantings
were similar to last year, but would
need more favourable weather
conditions to produce a good size
crop.
Driesens said: “We already see
some shellers refrain from offering
until sufficient rain has arrived.”
He indicated current prices of
around USD1 600 a tonne c&f for
Argentine blanched 38-42s.
Earlier this month, Cordoba
broker Georgalos Peanut World
warned that there had been no rain
in the key peanut growing areas –
the south and south-west of
Cordoba, the north of La Pampa
and south and south-east of San
Luis.
However, the company noted
that most peanut plants were
through their most critical stages in
terms of water need, these being
the pegging, pod formation and
fulfilment. As a result, potential
yields and production quality
should not be too adversely
impacted.
Aldebaran viewed the overall
market as in a tricky position.
“Buyers feel that prices should go
down, but the reality is that the
demand is at the moment bigger
than the supply. Apart from price it
is a real struggle to get the correct
material shipped in time,” it stated.
Driesens warned that an empty
spot market in Rotterdam would
put pressure on the first available
shipments from Brazil and

Argentina, particularly since the
US was not able to offer before the
start of new crop shipments from
Brazil and Argentina.
On the positive side, Brazil was
proving willing to offer and first
shipments of its new crop were
expected from the end of March or
early April. This was said to have
already attracted the interest of
Chinese buyers.
In India, industry sources had
objected in court to tighter government controls on peanut exports.
The court overruled the government decision and allowed exports
to continue under the previous
measures.
India is a major supplier to
China so in view of this recent
restriction China had been increasingly switching to the US for
material.
Georgalos Peanut World added
that in 2012, Argentina had
exported 454 022 tonnes of raw
and blanched peanuts, a decline of
14% from the 530 000 tonnes it
had shipped in 2011.
The company explained that
the main slide in volumes took
place over the September to
December period during which
time the US was competitive on
price due to its bumper crop.
Contrasting with Argentina, the
US saw its overseas sales up 42.8%
between August and November
2012, and gaining by 80.6% in
November alone versus the same
month in 2011, Georgalos Peanut
World stated.

FCOJ futures slump
FCOJ futures have experienced their biggest price fall
this year, in a week in which
mild weather in the Florida
citrus groves surprised
traders and investors who
were expecting a sharp frost.
Neil Murray writes: the May
contract on ICE Futures US
fell by 4.90 cents per pound,
or 3.8%, on 19 February, to
close at USD1.2490/lb. This
was the contract’s sharpest
percentage loss in a day
since 31 December, says
Reuters.
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Pernod Ricard buoyed by Asia
and US, but Europe stutters
BY LOUIS HARKELL

PERNOD Ricard, the second
largest alcoholic beverage
company in the world, confirmed its full-year profit
target despite a challenging
environment in Europe, as
the group reported a rise in
profit and sales for the first
six months of its financial
year.

The company said it still
targets profit from recurring operations to grow “close to 6%” this
year, helped by sales of high-end
cognac in markets such as China,
India, Russia and the US, which
will probably offset sluggish
sales in Europe.
Net profit for the first six
months ended 31 December rose
6% to EUR847 million (USD1.1
billion) on a 6% rise in revenue to
EUR4.91 billion, partly also
boosted by a stronger US dollar
and Chinese yuan.

Argentina to target
EU’s apple market
ARGENTINA’s fresh apple
exports were worth USD482.4
million dollars in 2012, according to the country’s National
Health and Quality Agricultural Food Service (SENASA).
Neil Murray writes: despite
strong Brazilian demand for
Argentine fruit, this was one of
the worst seasons in recent
decades in both volume and
value terms. The value was
down by 22%, and the
volume, at 530 000 tonnes,
was 26% down on the figures
for 2011.
However, Argentine exporters are hoping that they will
be able to compete in the
European market this year.
“We expect a strong recovery
in exports to Europe and
Russia this year,” said a
senior Argentine official,
quoted by the MercoPress
news agency. “Fruit prices in
these destinations are really
important. We cannot miss
this opportunity and should
take advantage of it.”

Organic revenue rose 3% in
the period, dragged down by a
sharp decline in sales in France
linked to the increase in excise
tax last year, as well as the
Chinese New Year, traditionally a
booster for alcohol sales, falling
on a later date this year.
Pernod said organic sales
growth in Western Europe
dropped 4%, a slight improvement from the 6% drop posted in
the first quarter. Emerging
markets – the group’s key growth
driver, which accounts for 60% of
the business and 46% of profit –
rose 14%, also up from the first
quarter.
In Asia and rest of the world,
new growth drivers of champagne and wine continued to
develop positively.

“Emerging markets –
the group’s key growth
driver, which accounts for
60% of the business
and 46% of profit – rose
14%, also up from the
first quarter.”
In Europe excluding France,
Priority Premium Brands in wine
grew 2% in value due to the highvalue strategy and geographic
diversification of these brands.
Campo Viejo and Jacob’s Creek
grew in value, while Graffigna
and Brancott Estate reported a
decline in sales.
There was a decline in the
Mumm Champagne brand in
western Europe.

Retail openings slow in China
THE world’s top three retailers opened fewer new stores
in China in 2012 than in previous years, according to the
National Business Daily in
Shanghai.

Writes Louis Harkell: In 2012,
Walmart opened 30 new stores,
Carrefour opened 18, and Tesco
opened 14. Taiwan’s RT-Mart, tied
with second-largest retailer Carrefour, bucked the downward trend
with 34 new stores.
Walmart has struggled to maintain its rapid expansion of more
than 50 outlets per year due to lack
of suitable locations for new outlets
and training enough managers and

staff to operate them, according to
market analyst Ding Zhuanghe.
The company is focusing on
improving profits at its existing
outlets instead, he added.
The number of new outlets for
Carrefour has decreased from 30
in 2010 to 29 in 2011 and 18 in
2012.
Over the same three-year
period, the number of newly
opened outlets for Tesco was 18,
13, and 14.
The slowdown in the expansion of the top three retailers is
due to surging rents for their stores
and intensified competition from
their domestic rivals, said Ding.

Czech Republic’s fruit imports
BY LUBOMIR SEDLAK

THE Czech Republic last
year imported fruit and vegetables worth CZK22.5
billion (USD1.19 billion). The
number one country of origin
was in both cases Spain,
ahead of Italy for fruit and
ahead of the Netherlands for
vegetables.
Much of the imported fruit
comprises varieties which have
traditionally been cultivated in the
country, such as apricots, pears
and plums. Martin Ludvík, chairman of the Czech Fruit Growers
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Union, estimates that temperate
zone fruit in 2012 accounted for
around 60% of total imports.

Vegetable imports

Imports of vegetables, meanwhile,
increased in the past decade by
more than 50% and last year
accounted for some two-thirds of
domestic consumption (in the case
of fruit the share was approximately a quarter).
One of the reasons for the high
import of vegetables is that since
the country joined the EU, many
local processing plants have shut
down.

News In Brief
New Russian winery
ONE of Romania’s largest
wine makers, Jidvei, has
said it expects its turnover
to increase by 10% in 2013,
compared with 2012. Colin
Graham writes: last year, it
made RON87 million
(USD26.4 million) from
sales after it strengthened
its product portfolio. “2012
was marked by two major
directions for Jidvei,
towards premium and
super-premium wines,”
Costin Ghita, national
director of the company,
told business daily Ziarul
Financiar. “This meant
rebranding of some of the
existing portfolio and
launching new ranges.”

Wine from Bulgaria
BULGARIAN wine exports
went up 2% to 59.4 million
litres in 2012, the country’s
agriculture ministry has
said, while domestic consumption rose by 10% yearon-year to 102.5 million
litres. Colin Graham writes:
some 25.6 million litres
more wine was produced in
Bulgaria last year compared
with 2011. Bulgarian wine is
sold abroad mainly to
Russia, Poland, Romania,
the Czech Republic and
Germany but local companies are aiming to extend
their reach to the likes of
China, Vietnam, Iraq and
Jordan, according to the
head of the Bulgarian
Executive Vine and Wine
Agency, Krasimir Koev.

Mobile juice unit
IMPHAL, in the Indian
state of Manipur, has a new
mobile fruit juice extraction
cum training unit. The
INR2.0 million (USD37 000)
machine will be taken
around fruit growing regions
in the state, to collect juice
which can then be taken to
dedicated storage and processing plants. About 30% of
the total fruit output in the
country goes to waste due to
the absence or shortage of
processing units.
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SK Foods tomato price-fixing saga
ends with owner sentenced to jail
BY DAVIDE GHILOTTI

THE former head of US
tomato company SK Foods
has been sentenced to six
years in jail for his leading
role in a price-fixing and
bribing scheme, in the latest
development of a saga of
criminality and corruption at
the highest levels of the
tomato industry.

Frederick Scott Salyer, former
owner of the Californian tomato
and vegetable products firm, was
convicted for being the head of a
conspiracy in which, over a period
of 10 years, his company bribed
managers of major supermarkets
and other customers to sign contracts with SK Foods at inflated
prices, in breach of antitrust policies and quality standards norms.
“Scott Salyer used bribery and
fraud to deceive his customers
about SK Foods’ products in order
to maximise his profits, turning his
company into a machine of corruption and economic crime,” said
Benjamin B Wagner, a US attorney in Sacramento.
Ten other people have been
convicted on related charges,
according to prosecutors.
Herbert M Brown, of the FBI
Sacramento office, commented to
local media: “This case is a prime
example where public trust was
breached by corporate greed.
Salyer’s business practices knowingly defrauded consumers for
financial gain and he attempted to
use the cloak of an agribusiness
giant to insulate himself.”
Scott Salyer was arrested in
early February 2010 at John F
Kennedy airport in New York. He
was charged with bribery, conspiracy and racketeering, as well
as with accounts of obstruction of
justice, criminal antitrust and
unfair competition.

Cloak and dagger

It has taken almost five years for
the criminal saga involving SK
Foods to reach this conclusion. It
all started in 2008, when the FBI
opened a major investigation into
suspicious business practices
carried out at SK, at the time one of
the world’s leading manufacturers
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of tomato paste and vegetable
products for the food industry.
Company facilities in California’s San Joaquin and Sacramento
valleys were searched by federal
authorities, who were seeking evidence of fraud, orchestrated at the
firm’s highest levels.
The accusations that were laid
aginst the firm included the handling and distribution of
mislabelled tomato paste and
adulterated foodstuff, falsely certifying products were USDA and
FDA compliant; the selling of
product below quality requirements (ie: too much mould), and
the rigging of prices with the help
of complicit traders.
The burden of the price difference was then transferred onto
consumers at the retail stage.
The illegal practices proved to
extend well beyond the activities
of SK Foods alone. In December
2008, a key figure pleaded guilty
to racketeering, money laundering
and antitrust violations charges.
Randall Rahal, owner of Intramark
USA, acted as food broker for SK.

Rahal had been paying bribes to
food purchasing agents supplied
by SK for years, to have them buy
poor quality SK tomato products at
inflated prices (FOODNEWS 22
December 2008).
But many other heads were to
roll – and shortly after, they did. In
April 2009, a former purchasing
manager for Kraft Foods pleaded
guilty of receiving bribes from
Rahal between 2004 and 2008,
while another purchasing manager
for Frito Lay admitted having
accepting money under the table
for the previous 10 years. In return,
both executives were to ensure
their companies would service
themselves with SK tomato products and, in the case of Frito Lay,
promote contracts with SK Foods
on a preferential track.
Other senior figures capitulated
as the extent of the price-fixing
network became more evident. As
time went on, the managerial elite
of SK Foods came to be involved
in the inquiry. The first was Jeffrey
Beasley, SK’s vice president, who
was charged with conspiracy

“Scott Salyer used bribery
and fraud to deceive his
customers, turning his
company into a machine
of corruption and
economic crime.”
involving honest services fraud
and the introduction and delivery
of misbranded food items (FOODNEWS 4 September 2009). In
November 2009, Alan Huey,
another SK top executive, admitted to having ordered employees
to falsify product labels (FOODNEWS 5 November 2009).
In the course of the investigation, Scott Salyer, too, admitted
the charges against him.
Established in 1990, SK Foods
was privately owned by the Scott
Salyer family and used to be the
second-largest tomato processor
in California. At the time of the
start of the investigation, it is estimated SK was the fourth-largest
processor in the world with a 5%
share of the global market.

US V8 sales hamper Campbell results
BY STEFANO HOLLIS

RESTRUCTURING costs
have caused Campbell Soup
Company’s Q2 net profit to
fall by 7% year-on-year.
Second quarter 2012 produced net earnings of
USD205 million, while the
company’s latest figures
show a net income of USD190
million.

However, removing restructuring costs, which come from
Campbell’s recent acquisition of
juice maker Bolthouse Farms
(FOODNEWS 17 August 2012)
and recent changes in Mexico,
Campbell reported a net profit of
USD220 million for the quarter
ended 27 January 2013, an
increase of 6% over figures for the
same quarter last year.
Gross margin was also affected
with Q2 2012 at 38.4% and Q2
2013 at 35.1%. Again, an adjusted
gross margin was 36.8%, with the
decline mostly due to the

company’s purchase of Bolthouse
Farms, which operates on a lower
gross margin.
President and chief executive
officer of Campbell, Denise Morrison, said: “We are pleased with
our performance in the quarter”,
adding that the company “saw
growth in US soup as consumers
responded to our efforts in brand
building and innovation”.
Campbell “reduced overall
advertising spending” after strong
rebranding last year (FOODNEWS 14 September 2012) aimed
at younger consumers helped
improve sales, with net sales
increasing by 10%.
However, the company’s beverages sector saw US sales fall by
3%, largely due to declines in the
company’s V8 range of vegetable
juices. Despite the growth of V8
Splash, a fruit and carrot juice
blend, sales of both V8 original
100% vegetable juice and V8
V-Fusion, a blend of fruit and vegetable juice, fell. The results show

a great difference to last year in
which the V8 range was extended
by Campbell (FOODNEWS 25
May 2012) to include many new
products which performed well.
The latest quarter saw Campbell record USD6.0 million in
restructuring charges with plans to
close a plant in Villagrán, Mexico.
On 14 February, the firm revealed
commercial arrangements with
Grupo Jumex and Conservas La
Costeña, drinks and canned food
producers respectively, which will
increase the company’s manufacturing and distribution potential in
Mexico. The resultant closure of
its Mexican plant will remove 260
positions and has gone towards
bringing down the company’s net
profit for this quarter.
Although the quarter saw sales
of microwaveable soups decline
and those of Prego pasta sauces
stay the same, sales in Campbell’s
global snacks division – including
Pepperidge Farm cookies –
increased 7% to USD561 million.
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Fruit Juice

China faces looming prospect
of repeat of 2008’s price crash
BY NEIL MURRAY

CHINESE AJC prices are
continuing to slide: the price
decline of the last few months
shows no sign of abating, and
there appears to be a state of
near-emergency in the
country.
Those processors that were
able to secure cheap fruit towards
the end of the harvest season, from

brokers and farmers who lost their
nerve and decided to take the processors’ low offers, have been able
to average their AJC offers
between their early high-priced
production and their later lowpriced production. However, those
that did not obtain cheap fruit, or
that did not buy enough of it, do
not have this luxury and are facing
heavy losses.
Meanwhile, a Ukrainian AJC

ANALYSIS
WE may be witnessing a repeat of the calamity that hit the Chinese
industry in 2007-09, when the AJC price crashed from a high of
USD1 950/tonne fob in November 2007 to a low of USD650/tonne in
February 2009, causing processors to incur massive losses. Even
European processors were not immune: Agrana, which has plants in
China, was forced to make a one-time write down of over EUR32
million due to losses incurred in AJC processing (FOODNEWS 17
October 2008).
The Ukrainian situation is interesting. Once TB Fruit’s second
Polish plant comes on stream, the company will be able to offer AJC
in Europe at competitive prices. Chile appears unable to match the
present low prices in Poland but can still under-price China, and with
its low acid product, will surely find customers.

CHINESE AJC PRICE (USD/tonne, fob)		
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producer looks like targeting the
EU market, if not this season then
certainly next.
Chinese AJC is now available
for as little as USD1 300 per tonne
fob. With freight, port charges and
duty added, it costs around
USD1 800/tonne. Polish product
presently costs EUR1.15 per kg
ex-works, and this equates to
perhaps USD1 600/tonne cfr Rotterdam. “I am expecting Chinese
AJC to come down to USD1 300/
tonne cfr soon,” said a FOODNEWS contact.
The price fall in the US is even
more marked. “The AJC situation

in China is terrible now,” said a
processor. “Most manufacturers
are wondering what to do next, as
prices are going down and down
in the North American market.” It
appears that with the end of the
Chinese New Year holiday, the
apple farmers and particularly the
brokers have been left with large
stocks of unsold apples.
Those with grievances in China
frequently air them on the internet,
as a means of catching the attention of officialdom, and apple
farmers and brokers have been
doing just this. The brokers are
continued on page 8

Fruit Juice

End is in sight for misguided EU
duty rise on concentrated purée
BY NEIL MURRAY

THE issue of the increased
duty on imports of tropical
fruit purées into the EU
should soon be solved,
according to FOODNEWS
sources.

The news comes a year after
the EU infuriated the fruit juice
industry by deciding to re-classify
concentrated fruit purées under a
different Commodity Number
(CN) which had the additional
effect of increasing the duty on
them (FOODNEWS 17 February
2012).
Despite considerable opposition to the idea, and to the surprise
of many who thought that the
European Commission (EC) had
lost its mind, the re-classification
went ahead (FOODNEWS 6 April
2012), accompanied by an additional EU Sugar Levy of EUR42
per tonne (USD56/tonne)
While the effect was mainly on
tropical purées, it also affected
concentrated peach and apricot
purée exports from Mexico, South
Africa and Chile, and these countries already had free trade or
quota agreements in force. The
AIJN was a prime mover in the
battle to make the EC change its
mind and just before Christmas,
announced that it reckoned it had
succeeded (FOODNEWS 20
December 2012). The AIJN had
tabled a proposal to suspend the
continued from page 7

claiming that the farmers are
planning to uproot their apple
(and pear) orchards, but (according to FOODNEWS’ source),
this threat is not being taken
seriously because it has been
made before.
Back in Europe, the Ukrainian processor, TB Fruit, looks
set to enter the fray. This
company acquired the Polish
processor, Expol, in 2011 and is
now completing construction of
a second plant in Annopol,
south-eastern Poland.
Ukrainian AJC from the
recent harvest has mostly gone
to Russia, it seems. Russian and
domestic Ukrainian juice
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tariff increases, and this met with
no formal objections.
“However, this does not necessarily mean that the draft proposal
will be adopted as it is now,” cautioned the AIJN. “Technically
speaking, any of the Directorate
Generals of the Commission can
still object [to] the proposal at any
time and this until the Council
meeting in May 2013 (when the
proposal will be formally
adopted). Therefore, all we can
say with certainty is that there is a
DG TAXUD’s proposal, which
seems to be acceptable for DG
AGRI and the Member States, but
it could still be withdrawn or
amended by the Commission. We
will come back with more details
after the next European Tariff
Questions
Group
(ETQG)
meeting on 23/24 January.”
Since that date that has been
uncertainty about when the
changes will come into effect.
However, FOODNEWS understands that there were no
objections raised at this meeting
either (although the Spanish representative raised a curious concern
that no objections had been
received), and now the process has
moved along to the important
Council meeting on 21 May.
The proposal to suspend the
tariffs is part of a package of tariff
modifications being presented to
the Council. EU regulations
provide that member states may
bottlers were contracting for the
entire season. Ukraine produces
AJC of around 3.5-3.8% acid
(so of interest to German manufacturers of drinking apple
juice), but this year there was a
good supply of sweeter fruit,
and the minimum acidity came
down to 2.5%. Its present price
is around EUR1.25-1.30/kg exworks, and transport to western
Europe is obviously an additional cost, but Ukrainian
product is much more competitive in Russia, where Polish
AJC is subject to a duty of 10%.
Meanwhile, early offers have
been reported from Chile of
USD1 700/tonne cfr Rotterdam
for its new season AJC.

ANALYSIS
THIS whole story has been a tale of staggering ineptitude by the EU.
First, the re-classification of concentrated purées into the category
normally reserved for jams and fruit preparations made no sense, and
the increased duties made no sense whatsoever. Since when has the
EU had a mango industry to protect?
The absurdity of the move was highlighted by the very fast aboutturn made by the EU when Chile, and other countries, rightly
protested that the move violated the terms of their trade agreements.
The suspension of the duty will make competition more even
between India and (for example) Andean countries in South America,
whose zero-duty status had not been affected.
The next step is for the AIJN and other parties to have the Sugar
Levy removed. This is not added sugar – it is sugar left after the water
has been removed.
offer two such packages for consideration every year, and so the
purée tariff changes are being presented with proposals to amend
tariffs on a number of other items,
such as electronic components
and car parts.
The duties will remain on
Chinese apple and pear purées,
and single strength purées were
unaffected by last year’s changes
anyway. The EUR42/tonne Sugar
Levy also stays, but this is applied
across the board and gives no
single exporting country an undue
advantage.
The news has been greeted
with cautious optimism. “It is
encouraging to see that we are
going back to pretty much the
previous duty levels,” said one
contact. “Hopefully, it will
encourage higher sales from dutiable origins.”
“It is good that [the duty] is
going back to where it was,”
echoed another. “But it makes one
wonder why these things happen
in the first place.”
Yet a third added: “This is
good news. Let us wait and hope
for the best. I do not know how
much this will improve the business in terms of volume: we are
still seeing a slow-down.”
However, a well-placed source
in India reckoned that more still
needed to be done. “The bigger
problem is the end user licence
for drinks application,” he
claimed. “EU Customs insists on
charging higher duties at 20.5%
plus the Sugar Levy for delivery
in drums. This is even where a
copy of the end user licence is

“Despite considerable
opposition to the idea,
and to the surprise of
many who thought that
the European Commission
(EC) had lost its mind,
the re-classification
went ahead.”
provided at the time of customs
clearance. Customs claim that
they are constrained to do so, to
avoid fraud by intermediaries or
traders.
“I believe a simple solution to
the problem would be to lower
duties for other applications to the
levels for drinks applications and
to do away with this silly system
of end-user licences.”
Jan Hermans, secretary-general of the AIJN, told FOODNEWS
that he was confident that, with no
objections looming, the proposal
to suspend the tariff increases will
be passed, and the tariffs will
return to their pre-April 2012
level (or as close as makes no
difference).
This being the case, the
changes would take effect from 1
July (in other words, the start of
second-half 2013). As this is only
a couple of months after the start
of India’s mango processing
season, buyers of Totapuri purée
concentrate for shipment before
1 July would be well advised to
put it into bond once landed in the
EU. “We did exactly that, the last
time [there was a duty reduction],” said a FOODNEWS
contact.
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Canned Foods

Aggressive French pricing limits
appeal of Thailand’s sweet corn
BY AMY BOOTH

THE Thai canned sweet corn
market is reported to be relatively smooth, but selling to
Europe is currently proving
particularly difficult after a
good French season in 2012
rendered Thai packers
uncompetitive there.

One Thai contact said that the
crop came on stream fairly early,
between late December and
January, after some warm weather
allowed the kernels to ripen relatively quickly. Raw material is
currently priced at around
THB5.00 per kilo (USD0.17/kg).
“Quality-wise, there is nothing
unusual, and prices are OK – it has
just been an earlier crop,” he said.
With anti-dumping duties in
place for years, Thai packers
struggling to sell in the EU market
is not a new thing, but FOODNEWS understands that France
priced particularly aggressively
last season, making it cheaper than
Thai product. “They took a lot of
orders, leaving Thai packers losing
market share,” the Thai contact
said.
However, one British contact
did say that French prices for the
UK seem to be “slowly edging up

Hormel smell
HORMEL Foods will
upgrade its plant in
Austin, the US, to include
a waste management facility which will eliminate
the meat smell the factory
produces. It is also
designed to minimise
noise.

The
USD25
million
upgrade will use a process
which destroys odour compounds before they are
released. The method is
already in use at the company’s Farmer John operations
in California. The primary
odour control upgrade is
expected to be running by
early summer, and the facility as a whole could be
operational as soon as February 2014.
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for a while”, at least in part due to
the British pound weakening
against the euro. In late July last
year, the euro dropped to a low of
0.78 to the pound, and is now at
0.86 to the pound, according to
OANDA rates. “The French have
been pretty cheap with their new
factories in Hungary,” the British
contact added.
He added that the anti-dumping
duties are not the only incentive to
buy from Europe. Supermarkets
ask for prices on a ddp basis, and
while French packers are able to
offer this, the Thai standard is fob.
This means that buying from
Europe protects buyers against
fluctuations in the freight rate.
“Buying from Europe is not just
easy, it’s financially risk-averse,”
he said.
This said, other sources pointed
out that there are yet some reasons
to buy Thai. “The kernels from
Asia are firmer than the softer,
European product packed in water.
Our foodservice customers prefer
that,” one German trader said,
although he acknowledged that for
many buyers, it would be a good
decision to buy from France.
The Thai source added that
some buyers could look to Thailand if France were to run out of
stock. Looking further ahead, if
European growers were to have a

poor sweet corn season this year,
they could find themselves forced
to raise their prices to levels more
comparable with Thailand, but
this will not be known for several
months yet.
FOODNEWS has also heard
one report that competition from
China is keeping a ceiling on Thai
prices, but contacts said that
Chinese product is generally
lower-grade. “China is always
cheaper than Thailand, but it supplies the lower end of the market,”
the Thai contact commented. The
British contact agreed, saying that
his customers thought Chinese

sweet corn was “not good
enough”, but added: “They are
improving. They are a manufacturing powerhouse – they will
always get it right eventually.”
Meanwhile, buying baby corn
remains “very difficult,” the
German trader said. “We are
having great difficulties with both
Thailand and Vietnam. We are not
getting the volumes.” This suggests that problems with farmers
not getting sufficient returns
persist, although one source said
at the start of the season that the
high prices should lead to “a slow
recovery in supply this year”.

US canned foods programme
THE US Can Manufacturers’ Institute has set up Cans
Get You Cooking, a campaign
promoting
the
consumption of canned food.

The campaign will kick off this
month – February being designated
National Canned Food Month – by
appearing on national daytime television series, The Chew, and will
run for several years. Cans Get You
Cooking is broad-ranging – it
includes a Youtube channel, pages
on social media sites, Facebook
and Pinterest, advertising in trade
media, and partnerships with instore dieticians.

Based on a recent, values-based
consumer study which revealed
customers’ “strong positive associations with canned food”, the
programme is designed to remind
consumers of the great benefits of
cooking with cans and showcase
new and exciting ways to incorporate them into everyday mealtime
occasions. In the latter regard, it
appears similar to the South
African Supercan campaign
(FOODNEWS Global Outlook).
The Facebook page showcases
recipes and encourages users to
discuss and share recipes and
photos.

Konserven believes that the root of
the problem is in falsely-declared
and delivered raw material. We
stress that no horsemeat was purchased at any point.”
Product testing in Germany was
stepped up after traces of horsemeat were found in products
throughout Europe, and it was
these tests which uncovered the
horse DNA. Dreistern-Konserven
has launched a precautionary recall
of its product, beef goulash 540g
omnimax.
Tests found further traces of
horsemeat in 800g cans of ravioli
from north German company, Betz,
which were also on sale at Aldi
Süd. News website, NDR, states
that all Betz products containing
meat are currently being tested.
The product had reportedly been

produced and packed in France.
“We believe that the meat was
falsely declared right at the start of
the supply chain,” the company’s
Christoph Betz told the site. “We
are currently in the process of
testing all of our supply routes.”
Canned ready meals are not the
only products to contain horsemeat. Frozen products such as
lasagne and some chilli con carne
have also been implicated, with
10 000 packs already destroyed,
reports Spiegel. The products could
constitute a health risk if they
contain traces of phenylbutazone, a
medicine sometimes given to
horses which renders their meat
unfit for human consumption.
Other supermarkets have temporarily ceased purchasing while the
issue is investigated.

Horsemeat found in German products
BY AMY BOOTH

THE horsemeat contamination scandal has reached
Germany after traces of horse
DNA were found in products
including canned beef goulash
which was on sale in major
retailer, Aldi Süd.
The canned beef goulash was
produced by German company,
Dreistern-Konserven, but the meat
had been purchased from external
suppliers. The firm emphasised in a
statement: “Dreistern-Konserven
… is only a processing company. It
does not slaughter or cut meat.
Only pre-cut fresh or frozen meat
from certified suppliers of pre-cut
meat is used. Purchasing is subject
to strict controls according to specifications set by us. Dreistern-
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South Africa

South African industry relying on
imports as national output drops
Tomato Products
BY DAVIDE GHILOTTI

THE tomato industry in
South Africa has been changing lately and, while other
agricultural sub-sectors may
have risen in prominence in
the country, a persistent idleness on the global market has
been taking its toll in terms of
industry development and
product output over recent
years.
Consumption of processed
tomato products among the population has proved a challenging
business, although we have seen a
better reception in the domestic
market recently.
South Africans are eager consumers of fresh tomatoes, and the
country’s industries have been
trying hard to expand the reach of
the processed category.
South Africa’s tomato production, on the other hand, can be
highlighted as an interesting point
proving the reluctance of the sector
to achieve growth.
Official WPTC data show that,
over the last 10 years, the South
African processing tomato output
has been progressively decreasing.

Since 2002, when the country
could boast a crop of 215 000
tonnes, the figures started a downward trend that continued for the
following six years, never achieving more than 160 000 tonnes.
The 2009 peak of 167 000 tonnes
was in line with global trends – the
same year, as many remember,
China harvested almost 9.0 million
tonnes of tomatoes, California stood
at 12.0 million tonnes and Italy at
5.7 million tonnes. That year, global
production shot from 36.7 million
tonnes (2008) to 42.5 million
tonnes, triggering a price downshift
that had quickly manifested itself
already by early 2010, and a market
idleness that (we now know) was
not to be short-lived. Even in such
a hyperactive tomato growing
market, South African output in
2009 was still well under that
200 000 tonnes or more of a few
years back.
After that point, prices fell on a
global level, and could just not
justify or stimulate any increases in
acreage or production. Whatever
the reason, South Africa’s tomato
crops fell to a nine-year low in
2011, with 112 000 tonnes, and
recovered only slightly last year
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(125 000 tonnes). And it seems this
trend is not expected to change in
the near future.
The first production forecasts
released by the WPTC put this
year’s crop for the country at
115 000 tonnes – exactly 100 000
tonnes less than in 2002.

Imports

If its tomato production has been
dropping on the one hand, South
Africa’s imports of tomato products have behaved differently on
the other, to fill the gap left by the
decreasing internal output.
In the January-November
period of 2007, imports of tomato
paste were just over 7 000 tonnes.
China was – and still remains – by
far the top supplier, with Italy

trailing in second place with almost
900 tonnes that year.
South
African
off-take
decreased slightly to almost 6 000
tonnes in 2008 but, since then, it
more than doubled over the following four years, reaching 17 174
tonnes in 2012. In the five-year
period, Portugal reduced its
exports, going from 267 tonnes
(2007) to only 63 tonnes last year.
The US, on the other hand, has
increased its market penetration,
with shipments reaching almost
1 500 tonnes in 2011
Chinese exporters still remain
the biggest players here, however,
with China selling almost 15 000
tonnes of tomato paste to South
Africa last year – three times as
much as in 2007.

Tiger Brands in stocks decline
SOUTH Africa’s largest food
producer, Tiger Brands, has
seen its stock decline by the
highest rate since October 2011,
due to rising input costs and
falling sales.
Stefano Hollis writes: The
company saw its shares fall by
4.2%, after which 640 000 securities were traded – 27% more
than the average.
The firm said: “The

domestic trading environment
continues to be challenging,
characterised by constrained
consumer spending, intense
competition and rising input
cost inflation.”
Also troubling was the weakness of the rand; at ZAR8.8850
to the dollar on 19 February
2013 it was 0.4% weaker than
its close in New York almost a
week earlier.

SOURCE: South African Revenue Service
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South African raisin prices remain
competitive amid quality concerns
Investment
BY JENNIFER WILLIS-JONES

THE South African raisin
season will begin in earnest
after the last few shipments of
table grapes have taken place,
although some new crop
product has already made its
way to the market.

The sector will see its first
serious loads of Thompsons, WPs
(Western Provincial, similiar to
Turkish No 9s) and Flames in the
next fortnight, followed by the first
Goldens.
One dried fruit producer based
in the country told FOODNEWS:
“The crop was, as expected, at least
two weeks later than normal.
Deliveries to packers have started
picking up last week and the crop
is still expected to be around
47 000-48 000 tonnes. The early
table grapes were severely affected
by rain (FOODNEWS 18 January)
and some of these which pulled
through will be dried and this
makes the estimation difficult. The
weather is still good and it is
expected that a larger percentage of
the crop will be made into Thomp-

sons than last year.”
Another processor said: “The
crop is looking good in quantity;
however there is some disappointing news about quality. Due to the
increased crop figure it takes time
for the grapes to reach the correct
brix level and hence some farmers
started too early. This has given
some disappointing quality and we
hope that the later material will be
of higher choice grade.”
If the weather remains fine,
South Africa should be expecting a
good crop with prices for Thompson mediums priced the region of
USD2 600-2 650/tonne cfr. These
prices are extremely competitive,
considering that Californian
Thompsons have been offered at
USD2 750-2 800/tonne.
As for Goldens, a lot of competitive offers are said to be
circulating through the market,
although the first serious volumes
will not become available until 10
February. “Buyers are prepared to
pay good premiums for Goldens,
but that means value for money,” a
third source told FOODNEWS.
“As long as we do not know

whether we can speak about a topquality this year, one has to operate
very carefully, in order to avoid
disappointment on the buyers’ side
later.
“Besides that, one other factor
should not be forgotten: the period
in which the packers can produce
Golden raisins has been extra
shortened because of the late
arrival of merchandise this year
and that negative factor works out
to be even more serious when you
realise that the period when the
goods have to be delivered to the
specific Ramadan-buyers is getting
shorter each year as well.”
This effectively means that
early deliveries are the best bet for
buyers looking for premium
product.
The Californians claim they are
unconcerned about cheaper South
African raisin prices. “I think it is
still too far off to say their price is

going to affect California. After six
months of shipments of California
Natural Seedless Raisins into all
markets, we are only down 5%
from the year before and the crop
was estimated to be off as high as
20%. Now the crop is estimated to
just a bit higher still putting California in a good position going into
2013,” a processor commented.
Recent data reveals that 10 000
acres of varietal grapes in California were removed in 2012 and
another 10 000 acres are planned
for removal in 2013. Of these
20 000 acres, 60% or 12 000 acres
are raisin variety grapes. Almonds
are still the preferred crop for
replanting.
“This is why I hesitate to make
any predictions about what is going
to happen, when there is still a long
way to go in making a world supply
of dried grapes that will feed the
world,” the processor added.

South African food prices soar
Business Intelligence
BY JENNIFER WILLIS-JONES

SOUTH African food prices
are “set to soar” following the
52% minimum wage increase
for farmers.

After negotiations, department
of labour and workers minister
Mildred Oliphant has almost
doubled the minimum wage from
ZAR69 (USD7.75) to ZAR105 a
day for a three-year period.
Oliphant added that the wage
did not amount to a “balanced daily
food plate” for workers, but her
department and the Employment
Conditions Commission were
mindful of the findings of the
Bureau for Food and Agriculture
Policy report, which stated that the
increase meant farmers “were
unable to cover their operating
costs or pay back borrowing”.
The announcement follows two

months of uncertainty in the agriculture sector after violent strikes in
November 2012 by seasonal
workers in the Western Cape
(FOODNEWS 23 November 2012).
KwaZulu-Natal Midlands egg
producer, Robin Barnsley, said it
would affect pork, poultry, vegetable, fruit and dairy producers the
most, with retailers turning to cheap
imports.
Food and Allied Workers’ Union
head Katishi Masemola welcomed
the adjustment.
“Retailers are making a killing.
When you see farmers getting less
than 15% of the end price and retail
margins at 65%, that is not fair.
Farmers just don’t have the power
to negotiate.”
Spar’s Mike Prentice said the
wage increase would have an inflationary effect that would show up in
shelf prices within six months.

RHODES FOOD GROUP
DEDICATED TO DELIGHT
At Rhodes Food Group we take great pride in
producing a wide range of high-quality citrus
fruit, pineapple and South African deciduous
fruit. Our range is available in cans, plastic
cups and industrial juice concentrates & purees.
These quality products are appreciated by a
broad range of customers in the food service
sector, industrial supply arena, as well as the
global retail market.

visit us at Hall 4 Stand 4R005
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Macadamia consumption buoyant
especially in Asia and Middle East
Nuts
research. Unfortunately, Samac is
not currently doing any research.

BY JENNIFER WILLIS-JONES

MACADAMIA nuts are
growing in popularity in Asia
and the Middle East, due to
their healthy and exotic
image. China’s appetite for
the nut is proving insatiable,
and while established plantings in the country have not
yet been successful, there is
no doubt it will become a
massive producer in the
future. FOODNEWS spoke
with Alex Whyte from South
Africa’s biggest macadamia
processor, Green Farms Nut
Company, about the current
crop and how it supplies the
global market.
How big will South Africa’s 2013
macadamia be? Last year’s production was some 34 500 tonnes.
Will it be another record figure?
Currently it looks like the 2013
crop will be slightly smaller than
last year’s crop. This is mainly
due to drought and then severe
rain in the north of the country,
and heavy rain and hail in the
Mpumalanga and Natal regions.
The weather’s impact on the 2013
crop would have been more
evident but it has been offset by
new plantings coming into production. Our early estimate is for a
2013 crop of about 32 000 tonnes.
Last time you were featured in
FOODNEWS, you mentioned
that new plantations in Natal
were producing better kernel
yields. Is this still the case? Are
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you looking to dispose of plantations in the north part of the
country?
Natal remains very productive
because of three factors: growing
conditions that are perfect for
macadamias, younger trees, and
most plantings are of the newer
varieties. However, we still think
that the orchards in the north and
eastern parts of the country will
remain important for the years
ahead. The older orchards that are
in production remain valuable as
they are already generating an
income, and with prices being
more sustainable over the past few
years I think farming in these
regions will continue. It is important to note that new plantings are
still taking place in the northern
and eastern growing areas.
Has any more research been
carried out on new cultivars?
The Australian Macadamia
Society does some cultivar

What success has the South
African macadamia society’s promotions programme had?
It is really difficult to determine if
this has been a success because of
the supply shortage and price
increases over the past four years,
also much of the product consumed in the UK would have been
shipped to European ports such as
Rotterdam, so UK import figures
do not tell the whole story. My gut
feeling is that there is a raised consumer awareness of macadamias
in the UK and there have been a
number of new products launched
since the promotion began.
Overall consumption has remained
stable over the past few years
despite the higher price levels so
there is an argument that the promotion has had some success.
Macadamias are an expensive
nut and recently there was news
that fewer EU supermarkets were
stocking them as snacks. What is
the current situation?
There was a slight drop in retail
consumption but the consumption
level has stabilised and has
remained resilient despite the
higher prices. Yes, macadamias
are expensive when compared to
other nuts; however 125g bags
remain affordable for many people
in Europe as an occasional snack,
and if the quality is good people
are returning to buy them. The
recent strengthening of the euro
will also help make the nut more
affordable.
How have prices performed over
the past 12 months? Where are
they currently?
Prices remained relatively stable
during 2012. There was a small
fall in consumption in the traditional markets of Europe and the
US; however this was offset by
non-traditional markets in Asia
and the Middle East and we found
a situation where supply and
demand were well matched. At the
end of 2012 we saw a decrease in
prices of the Style 4 (macadamia

Alex Whyte

“Yes, macadamias are
expensive; however 125g
bags remain affordable for
many people in Europe as
an occasional snack, and if
the quality is good people
are returning to buy them.”
halves) as the major market for
this grade remains the US.
However, the snack grade prices
have remained high as these
grades have made the most penetration into the new markets.
Could you give FOODNEWS an
idea of average kernel prices?
Snack Grades (Style 0, 1, 2,)
would be around USD16.50/kg
while Style 4 and below around
USD13.50/kg FOB basis.
Do you believe macadamias represent good value for money?
Yes, I believe that even at the
current prices they offer both a
manufacture and consumer value.
A number of manufacturers
and packers have in fact seen their
sales grow over the past three or
four years of higher prices. The
ones that have been successful
have used macadamias to position
their product as unique, premium
or luxury item. So a Sainsbury’s
‘Taste the Difference’ nut mix or a
luxury ice-cream containing macadamias has harnessed a premium
image by including macadamias
in their product.
From a consumer’s point of
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view I also believe macadamias
offer something in that they are
exotic, have a unique taste and are
extremely healthy. I don’t expect
people to buy them every day but
as an occasional treat they are still
affordable and one of life’s little
pleasures.
I think it’s important to note
that although the current price
levels are high, they are in real
terms not near the highest levels
ever. Currently, levels are sustainable in the long-run and returns at
processor and grower level are
adequate without being excessive.
Have macadamias benefited from
the rising prices for other nuts
such as almonds?
In some cases (the best example
being a nut mix) other nuts can be
considered a substitute. Therefore
the generally higher prices of all
tree nuts have benefitted as there
has been less substitution than
there could have been. However,
in some ways the macadamia is
unique, so measuring this substitution effect of other nuts is
difficult.
Is industrial use of macadamias,
in chocolate products for
example, taking off?
Yes, the use of macadamias as an
ingredient has seen strong demand
and there have been a number of
new projects as well as ongoing
interest in using macadamias.
They work well as an ingredient
for many reasons. The soft creamy
texture goes well in baking items
but also dairy products like icecream and chocolate. The
inclusion of macadamias in a

product allows one to brand a
chocolate or ice-cream as a
premium product and the result is
that manufacture and retailers can
actually demand a price much
higher than the cost of the macadamia being used. An example
would be a chocolate which costs
10% more as it contains macadamias; however the consumer is
willing to pay 30% as the chocolate is considered more premium.
Therefore retailers and manufactures are getting a good return
using macadamias in these
premium lines. There has also
been some good progress from a
food safety standpoint from the
major processors in South Africa
and Australia. This gives major
food manufactures confidence
using macadamias.
Finally, the manufacturing of a
product that uses macadamias as
an ingredient can stomach higher
kernel prices as it will make up a
much smaller percentage of the
final cost of the goods when compared to a 125g snack pack of
roasted and salted macadamias.
The result is less substitution of
macadamias.
How many macadamia processors are there in South Africa?
There are currently about 15 factories in the country. However the
three largest companies process
about 60% of the crop. There is
intense competition between factories for supply, as very few are
running efficiently due to poor
economies of scale.
What is the current situation in
China for macadamias?

China’s demand for macadamias
like all tree nuts seems insatiable.
In 2012, 8 500 tonnes of in-shell
macadamias were exported to
China, the majority of which were
consumed in China and not processed and exported as was done
in the past. The market looks set to
continue to grow in 2013. The
result is added procurement pressure on the processors. One new
development is that the amount of
kernel China is buying is showing
some strong growth and this trend
is likely to continue. When one
considers the amount of other tree

nuts China consumes and the size
of the world macadamia crop it is
not inconceivable that they could
potentially consume the entire
crop.
Have they started planting their
own yet?
There are already some established plantings in China although
these have not been very successful due to poor variety selection
and inexperience in growing this
crop. However, there are plans to
initiate some massive plantings.
In September last year at the
international macadamia symposium Chen Yuxiu, general
manager of Yunnan Macadamia
Industry Development Ltd, said
that the Yunnan government has
plans to produce 150 000 tonnes
of macadamias by 2025. This
would be quite extraordinary if
achieved; however even if it’s not
there is no doubt that China is
going to become a major player
in the macadamia industry in the
future.
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Mixed picture for South Africa’s
fresh produce industry this year
Fresh Produce
BY JENNIFER WILLIS-JONES

SOUTH Africa’s fresh
produce industry has suffered from labour unrest in
production areas, adverse
weather conditions and
market access issues this
season.

The Fresh Produce Exporters’
Forum (FPEF) said the main issues
now facing international trade in
South African fruit are Citrus Black
Spot interceptions in the EU, plant
pests, complying with the Ethical
Trade and Post-Harvest Innovation
Programmes and transforming the
demographics of the industry to
become more inclusive.
Meanwhile, deciduous fruit
exports continue to suffer in countries such as Indonesia with food
safety, labelling and packaging
issues, in addition to difficulties
complying with international standards. Exports of South African
fruit to other African nations have
continued to grow, though, and the
continent is now the largest export
destination for South African
apples.
The Southern Hemisphere
Association of Fresh Fruit Exporters (SHAFFE) expects South
Africa to export 366 380 tonnes of
apples in 2013 (+2% yoy), and 179
260 tonnes of pears (+1%).
Apricot export volumes are
nearer 5 472 tonnes (-10%),
peaches 3 175 tonnes (+6%), nectarines 8 197 tonnes (-7%) and
plums 52 031 tonnes (+4%).
“There was a good cold winter.
However, prolonged cold spring
conditions impacted on fruit size
and quality of early stone fruit,”
the report read. “The early EU/UK
stone fruit market was under-supplied – volumes did not materialise
as anticipated due to smaller fruit,
lower pack-outs, wind damage
and labour strikes.”
Seedless table grape production will continue to grow. The
focus of the South African industry is now to diversify the market
currently supplied, based on
attractiveness and sustainability.
“After the instability in the

Middle East during the last season,
we expect to increase our exports
to this market.
“Four out of five of our production regions are two weeks late.
We expect the market to be difficult due to our peak being two
weeks closer to that of Chile,” the
report read.
The Asian market is also likely
to be difficult to sell to as all
exporting countries are focusing
on the region due to economic difficulties in Europe.
“It is expected that the rand
will remain weak against most of
our major trading currencies, due
to challenges experienced by the
local economy. We expect more
producers to either be driven out
of business or to lay off a lot of
workers due to increased wages,”
it was added.
Avocado production in the
country is expected to be smaller
in 2013 given that is an alternate
bearing year. Some 10 million
four kilo cartons are expected for
shipping.
Mango production should be
around 52 000 tonnes, while
lychee output is forecast at 1.26
million 4kg cartons.
Although South Africa’s citrus
2013 crop is yet to come on
stream, SHAFFE gave a brief
overview of production in 2012,
explaining that oranges were
smaller but of a good quality.
Navels were high in volume
(24.5 million 15kg cartons packed
for export versus 21.6 million
cartons in 2011), with an increase
in Valencias too (43.3 million
cartons for export versus 41.4
million cartons in 2011).
Export volumes of lemons at
10.5 million 15kg cartons fell 6%
short of the initial estimate of 11.0
million cartons, and 2.6% less
than the 2011 export volumes of
10.7 million cartons.
The lemon market, however,
was characterised by good demand
and fair to good returns.
The bulk of South African
lemons were shipped to the
Middle East (2012 41%; 2011
36%). Second largest was
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northern Europe (15%), followed
by Russia (11%), the Far East
(11%), UK (10%) and southern
Europe (5%).
As regards soft citrus, such as
satsumas, clementines and mandarins, 7.62 million cartons were
packed in 2012, some 0.26%
higher than the original estimate of
7.60 million 15kg equivalent
cartons.
Satsumas were less than anticipated (estimate 1.9 million cartons;
actual 1.6 million cartons). Clementines were as expected (2.5
million cartons), while more mandarins were produced than forecast
(estimate 3.1 million cartons;
actual 3.2 million cartons).
Soft citrus shipments tend to
follow a settled pattern from year
to year. The vast majority is
shipped to the UK (2011 36%;
2012 41%), followed by northern
Europe (20%), north America
(12%) and Russia (12%).

South Africa’s small sized
grapefruit crop last year made
export figures difficult to predict.
The initial estimate of 15.1 million
15kg cartons in March was
dropped by 20% in May. The final
figure of 12.1 million cartons was
similar to 2010’s 12.5 million
cartons, but well down on 2011’s
14.5 million cartons. Fruit quality
was good.
Markets for grapefruit last year
were reasonably stable due to low
stock levels at the beginning of the
season and lower supply. However,
there were disappointing returns
on smaller sizes, especially in the
middle of the season in Europe.
Late season returns improved in
some markets.
Most of South Africa’s grapefruit was shipped to northern
Europe (35%) and Japan (30%),
followed by Russia (8%), the UK
(7%) southern Europe (7%) and
other Asian countries (6%).

Horsemeat scandal continues
Business Intelligence
BY STEFANO HOLLIS

PRODUCTS contaminated
with horsemeat may have
been sold in South Africa, following
its
discovery
(FOODNEWS 15 February
2013) in frozen food company
Findus’ beef lasagne ready
meals in the UK, France and
Sweden.

Of the 17 products Swedish
firm Findus sells in South Africa,
10 are vegetable-based. Only one
of the remaining seven, the teriyaki
ready meal, contains beef. Findus
has stated that the beef it uses in
the meal is sourced from Brazil
then supplied in frozen strips to a
factory in Sweden. The Brazilian
source, it claimed, is accredited by
South Africa’s Department of
Agriculture.
Felix Ratheb, a representative
for Findus in South Africa, said:
“There is no link to Findus UK,
where horsemeat was found in the
lasagne range.”

Findus UK’s beef lasagne range
contained meat supplied by
Comigel, a company based in
France with factories in Luxembourg. Comigel received the meat
from Spanghero, another French
firm, which had been given the
meat by a Romanian slaughterhouse, a transaction supposedly
arranged by traders in Cyprus and
the Netherlands.
This, Findus South Africa said,
shows a clear distinction between
beef supplied to South Africa and
beef supplied to the UK. Though
with such complex supply chains
authorities have found it difficult to
trace meats and determine where
they may have become contaminated.
South Africa’s Department of
Agriculture added: “It is unlikely
that South African importers could
have unknowingly imported animal
products contaminated with horse
meat, as imports are usually properly certified by the veterinary
authorities of the country of origin.”
www.agra-net.com
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South African pear prices steady
despite potential on the market
Canned Foods
BY AMY BOOTH

SOUTH Africa’s canning
pears are said to be selling
for comparable prices to last
year, despite indications that
there was some upward
room in the market.

One South African canner
explained that it initially seemed
South Africa could fill a gap in
the market. “European pears were
very expensive, Australia has
been looking inside at the domestic market, and Latin America
does not produce that much,” he
assessed. However, the trade has
proved to be very competitive.
Prices, he said, are up only
slightly – 1-2% – from last year,
although he did not give
specifics.
Major producer, Italy, has had
two weak years in terms of
exports – canned pear shipments
came to 33 095 tonnes in 2012 to
November, up a little from 29 758
tonnes year-on-year, but otherwise the lowest export volume
since 2005.
Last year, the country struggled with poor weather which
reduced the Williams pear crop
by as much as 42%.
Another South African canner
pointed out that this competition
could be down to weak European
demand in light of the sluggish
economy, as has been seen with
other canned fruits. Custom from
the UK, the Netherlands and Italy
was slightly weaker. Russia is a
market which is seen here to fluctuate; the first canner commented
that eastern European markets are
often “very volatile”. It also
seems that more is being sold on
the South African domestic
market.
It is unsurprising that the Australian industry is looking at the
domestic market, given the strong
Australian dollar. This, coupled
with competition from imports,
forced deciduous fruit canner,
SPC Ardmona, to slash some
grower contracts last year
(FOODNEWS 12 October
2012), although it later stated that
the volume of pears canned would
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SOUTH AFRICAN CANNED PEAR
EXPORTS (FULL YEAR, TONNES)
200840

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011
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UK

6420
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Australia
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Others
Total

481

460

257

521
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3188

3591

3644

4325

3144

1559

26494

30569

52334

31431

21455

21976

SOURCE: South African Revenue Service

*FOODNEWS suspects a data error

“Custom from the UK, the
Netherlands and Italy was
slightly weaker. Russia is
a market which is seen
here to fluctuate; the first
canner commented that
eastern European markets
are often ‘very volatile’.”
be “similar” to the previous year.
On the growing side, the pear
season still looks likely to proceed
smoothly. Fruit cocktail is already
in production, and canning of
pure pears will start this week,
one of the canners said.
Currently, there is a lot of fruit
in coldstores. The other canner
explained that the pear processing season is slightly late because
of the delays harvesting apricots
and peaches, but said that there
will be “no issues with supply”.

Expanding paste output in South Africa
Tomato Products
CAPE Concentrate plans to
make 200 000 tonnes of
tomato paste annually, within
three years. How? Davide
Ghilotti asks Director of Marketing
and
Business
Development Gus Robinson.
What were the main landmarks in
these almost two years since the
opening of Cape Concentrate?
Cape Concentrate commissioned
the factory in April 2012 after
delays caused by inclement
weather. The company has established a wholly owned farming
company, Rumbiyte PTY Ltd. This
farms 1 700 hectares of land in
Somerset East and on the Tyefu
Irrigation scheme on the Fish River.
The company has demonstrated the
ability to both plant and harvest
10ha per day required to sustain the
1 000 tonnes daily input required at
the factory. Average yields on the
commercial farms have exceeded
80 tonnes/ha with brix levels constantly above 5.8 and occasionally
6.8-7.0. The company has signed
an option to purchase 1 500ha of

land on the Sundays river which tomato sector received a boost by
forms the boundary of the COEGA the advent of Cape Concentrate?
Industrial Development Zone.
Certainly, the project has taken
several years to implement.
Where is the South African tomato However, recent international visiindustry at the moment, and what tors have been on tour with of the
can be expected of the sector in the above mentioned projects with a
future?
view to future joint venture
The tomato industry is due to partnerships.
increase activity over the next few
years with Cape Concentrate The country’s tomato forecast for
investing in downstream process- this year is 115 000 tonnes, according into pouches and sachets and ing to the WPTC. Is this a realistic
further investment planned for figure?
projects in East London, Pongola, The country’s production will probSwaziland and Mozambique with ably be closer to 200 000 tonnes of
the intention to produce 200 000 processing tomatoes this year.
tonnes of paste in southern Africa
by 2016.
We know how South Africans are
big consumers of fresh tomatoes
What markets does Cape Concen- – how about processed products?
trate serve? What are the Has consumption increased and
what do you plan to do about educompany’s plans for this year?
Currently, we are serving the cating consumers?
domestic market where we have The tomato paste market in the
certain advantages due to import SACU and SADIC region is curduties. Exports to strategic custom- rently 26 000-28 000 tonnes. It is
increasing as Zimbabwe and
ers will take place in late April.
Mozambique increase their paste
Do you think the South African useage.
© Informa UK Ltd 2013 – FOODNEWS® 22 February 2013

Business Intelligence

Buffett’s acquisition of HJ Heinz
dogged by insider trading fears
BY LOUIS HARKELL

WARREN Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway and Jorge
Paulo Lemann’s 3G Capital
have agreed to buy HJ Heinz
for about USD23 billion.
The deal is tipped as the
largest deal ever in the food
industry.

The buyers will pay USD72.50
a share, compared with 13 February’s closing price of USD60.48,
according to a statement. Berkshire will spend about USD12 -13
billion on the deal, Buffett told
CNBC. The deal will also be
financed with cash from 3G affiliates, plus the rollover of existing
debt, and is valued at about
USD28 billion including debt,
according to the statement.
Buffett
has
previously
wagered on consumer products
through equity investments in
Coca-Cola and he helped finance

Mars Inc.’s purchase of chewing
gum maker Wm. Wrigley Jr.
“Heinz has strong, sustainable
growth potential based on high
quality standards, continuous
innovation, excellent management and great tasting products,”
Buffett said in the statement.
The company had gained 17%
in the past 12 months as it boosted
sales in developing economies.
Heinz in November said fiscal
second-quarter sales in emerging
markets rose 13%, excluding the
effects of foreign currency fluctuations and acquisitions or
divestments.
Heinz will retain its corporate
headquarters in Pittsburgh,
according to the statement.
Meanwhile, it has emerged
that insider trading may have
occurred the day before the public
announcement of the acquisition.
Stefano Hollis writes: Unidentified traders based in Zurich are

said to have purchased 2 533 June
USD65 call options for Heinz one
day before the merger was
revealed. Since 14 November
2012, no more than 61 of the
same type of calls had been purchased on any single day. In
addition, the accounts had no
prior trading history in Heinz.
The US Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) has
established “an emergency court
order to freeze assets in a Zurich,
Switzerland-based
trading
account that was used to reap
more than USD1.7 million from
trading” in advance of the acquisition’s announcement. The court
order freezes the traders’ assets
and stops them destroying any
evidence.
The SEC said such “risky bets
that Heinz’s stock price would
increase” were unusual, especially as for the past five years
Heinz’s stock price has not gone

“Heinz in November said
fiscal second-quarter sales
in emerging markets rose
13%, excluding the effects
of foreign currency fluctuations and acquisitions
or divestments.”
far beyond USD60 per share. Following the announcement of the
acquisition, Heinz stock rose by
approximately 20%, while trading
volume increased by over
1 700%.
Daniel Hawke, chief of the
Division of Enforcement’s
Market Abuse Unit, said: “Irregular and highly suspicious options
trading immediately in front of a
merger or acquisition announcement is a serious red flag that
traders may be improperly acting
on confidential non-public
information.”

FREIGHT REPORT: Maersk Line will suspend AE-9 loop
BY STUART TODD

MAERSK Line’s announcement that it will suspend its
Asia-North Europe AE-9
loop comes less than two
months after it reactivated
the service.

The Danish shipping giant’s
decision reflects less positive
forward booking prospects after
the Chinese New Year (CNY)
than had been initially expected.
Broker GFI argues that its suspension is an effort to control
post-CNY capacity and will no
doubt go some way help to reinforce the 15 March GRIs.
“While this demonstrates a
responsible approach to the
market on the carrier’s part, it will
no doubt put pressure on their
‘Daily Maersk’ product,” it adds.
Withdrawing the AE-9 means
there are now only five loops to
cover the guarantee, compared
with seven at the time of the
Daily Maersk’s launch in September 2011.
Maersk has seven 4 500-7 500
teu vessels deployed on the AE-9

loop and they will probably now
join the fleet of laid-up container
tonnage.
David Barnes, a Container
Freight Derivatives broker at
Clarkson Securities, says that so
far the reaction from the forward
curve to Maersk’s suspension of
the AE-9 service has been muted.
“Although sellers will now be
watching for further capacity
announcements, there are still
offers available for shippers to
lock in their Q2 and Q3 rates
below USD1 500/teu,” he said.
Moving to the spot rate
Indexes, the WCI Shanghai-Rotterdam component was down
1.2% last week, after a similar fall
the previous week.
Minor erosion continued
across the main trades on the
SCFI. Meanwhile, according to
Clarkson’s latest Container Intelligence quarterly market report,
growth will return to the AsiaEurope headhaul routes this year,
after contracting by 4% in 2012,
but the rate of growth is likely to
be lower when compared with
other trades.
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Asia-Europe
westbound
volumes are expected to increase
by around 3.3% in 2013 to 14.1
million teu, Clarkson estimates.
However, the broker cautions its
projection which is subject to
uncertainty, given the “very
fragile” state of European consumer confidence. Clarkson
expects further growth in 2014,

with westbound volumes provisionally forecast at 14.8 million
teu. That compares with projected
supply capacity of 18.6 million teu
in 2014, up from 17.8 million teu
this year.
The outlook is more promising
for Transpacific routes with trade
growth of 4.5% forecast for 2013
versus only 0.2% last year.
www.agra-net.com
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Weather Watch

Widespread rain showers across
Thailand, Philippines and China
BY MDA WEATHERSYSTEMS

RAINFALL favoured much
of Thailand and northern
Vietnam over the past month.
Amounts in Thailand were
generally 1.0-2.5” (25-65
mm) in most areas, and precipitation in Thailand was
anywhere from 300% to
1 000% of normal.

The above normal rainfall
decreased moisture shortages for
crops. Rain this week looks to be
seen mainly in southern and
western Thailand, with more
widespread rain possible for the
beginning of next month.
Rain increases in Vietnam as a
potential
tropical
storm
approaches later this week, with
locally heavy rain possible in
east-central Vietnam.
In the Philippines, very heavy
rain was seen last month in
eastern Mindanao and eastern
Visayas, and to a lesser extent in
eastern Luzon, with drier weather
in western areas.
Rainfall was over 200% of
normal in parts of Mindanao, but
was less than 25% of normal for

PHILIPPINES total
precipitation (mm)
18/12/2012-18/2/2013

indonesia total precipitation
(mm) 18/12/2012-18/2/2013

much of Luzon except for far
eastern areas.
Dryness continues to stress
crops in western Luzon. Rain this
week is expected to be widespread and heavy in most areas
except for western Luzon, maintaining moisture shortages there.
Drier weather is expected for
Luzon for the beginning of next
month.
In Indonesia, rains were above
normal over the past month in
most of Sumatra, Malay Peninsula, and Kalimantan, with above
normal precipitation also seen in
western Java and south-western
Sulawesi.
Below
normal

precipitation was mainly limited
to parts of East Malaysia and
central and eastern Java.
The heaviest rains of the past
month were seen in southern
Kalimantan,
south-western
Sulawesi, and west-central
Sumatra. Moisture supplies are
favourable in most spots. Rainfall
this week looks to decrease a bit
in central Sumatra and southwestern Kalimantan, possibly
leading to some minor dryness in
those areas, while widespread

rain continues elsewhere. Similar
conditions are expected for the
beginning of next month.
In China, showers favoured
much of Yangtze Valley, North
China Plain, and eastern Manchuria over the past month.
Precipitation was above normal
in North China Plain and mainly
near normal in Yangtze Valley,
while running below normal in
South China where moisture supplies are limited.

vietnam/south-east asia total precipitation
(mm) 18/12/2012-18/2/2013

eastern china total precipitation
(mm) 18/12/2012-18/2/2013

Why choose EarthSat?

CONTACT US:

• We are the industry leader in global agricultural and
Chris Hyde
energy forecasting
CropCast Marketing Director
• Our forecasts and products set the industry baseline and 			
Christopher.hyde@mdaus.com
allow our customers to stay ahead of the competition
Phone: 240-833-8322
• Our GIS capabilities allow us to innovate and bring new
Don Keeney
products to the market
Senior Ag Meteorologist
• We provide the fastest and most reliable delivery
Donald.keeney@mdaus.com
• All of our products are always backed by our unparalleled
customer service, with experienced meteorologists available 24/7
Phone: 240-833-8300
24/7
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Market Data
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CHILEAN TOMATO PASTE EXPORTS,
JANUARY-SEPTEMBER (TONNES)

Japan big tomato paste buyer
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JAPAN has been buying
notably more tomato paste
recently, according to the
latest trade data.

From Spain, in the JanuaryNovember 2012 period, Japan
took four or five times as much
paste as it did in January-November 2011. From Portugal (full year
data available), Japan took well
over 27 000 tonnes last year, compared with some 20 650 tonnes in
2011. Japan bought more paste
from China, as well.
Generally, export data from the
major origins shows a global
supply that has declined slightly
from 2011 – 2.13 million tonnes
for the review periods of all five

supplying countries, compared
with 2.23 million tonnes in 2011.
Portugal’s exports for the full year
were up by nearly 4% to exceed
200 000 tonnes: its highest figure
for at least six years, and possibly
much longer.
Spanish exports, on the other
hand, were down by well over
11% to just over 186 000 tonnes
(the lowest figure for at least six
years), and Italy, whose industry
has experienced a number of difficulties in the last year, exported
about 6% less in January-November (fractionally under 600 000
tonnes).
China, too, saw its exports fall
by over 50 000 tonnes.
www.agra-net.com
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LEADING CHILEAN TOMATO PASTE EXPORT MARKETS
(JANUARY-SEPTEMBER, TONNES)

LEADING ITALIAN CANNED TOMATO EXPORT MARKETS
(JANUARY-NOVEMBER, TONNES)
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CHILE’s top tomato paste
markets are characterised by
volatility. Exports to major
destinations for the first three
quarters are frequently
observed doubling or halving.
Venezuela has consistently been
the largest market, but Brazil has
dropped to fifth place after a huge
spike in 2010. Japanese off-take,
meanwhile, was three and a half
times higher in 2012 to September
than the same period in 2009.
Argentine off-take is also soaring,
but remains below the levels of

www.agra-net.com
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2002. The steadiest of the five
largest markets is Colombia.
World average prices were relatively stable between 2010-2012
after hikes in 2007-09. Italian
canned tomato prices (see other
graph) were a similar shape. Argentina paid the lowest average price
at USD952 per tonne, and Venezuela the most at USD1 096/tonne.
Overall, the market was dominated by Latin America, with the
notable exception of Japan, which
took almost a fifth of export
volumes.

Belgium
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Australia
5.2%
SOURCE: Eurostat

France
7.7%

ITALY’s two largest canned
tomato markets, namely the
UK and Germany, declined
slightly in volume terms in
the first 11 months of 2012.

However, the British market
still took more than the 2009
slump, and more than the years
2002-06. Germany’s off-take was
higher than all recent years except
2010-11. The top five markets
were broadly stable, with Japanese
off-take up slightly.
World average prices for Italian
canned tomatoes have been very

Japan
8.6%

US
8.8%

steady for the past three years.
This was particularly true in
Germany. There was a slight hike
in 2012 for the UK. At USD786
per tonne, Germany paid the least,
and Japan paid the most at
USD1 018/tonne.
Export destinations are spread
widely, with Europe, North
America, the Far East, the Middle
East and Australia represented in
the top ten. However, there is a
bias towards EU countries. The
UK and Germany between them
take over a third of the market.
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Italian exports take a tumble
MANY of the world’s major
canned tomato exporters
exported more in 2012 than
in any of the preceding five
years, but this is counterbalanced by reduced Italian
exports.
Judging either by full year or
the first eleven months of each
year, Spain, Portugal and the US
all exported more than in recent
years. Yet, Italian exports were
down by 26 115 tonnes, which is
more than the entire export volume
of either Portugal or Turkey. Still,
to November 2012, the market
leader’s exports were the highest
in the past six years bar in 2011.

All of Spain’s top destinations
were within Europe, and all of its
top five customers increased offtake volumes.
Neighbouring Portugal shipped
to the EU and also several former
colonies. It should be noted that
over two thirds of Portuguese
canned tomatoes went to the UK
alone.
Around 69% of US exports
went to neighbouring Canada and
Mexico, but it had a small presence in many destinations.
Interestingly, Turkey did not
export to its neighbours. Its largest
customer was Argentina, a fellow
producer.
www.agra-net.com
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Brazilian experts confirm decline
in latest US citrus fruit production
BY VLADIMIR PEKIC

OFFICIALS from Brazil’s
Citrus Production Consultants Group (GCONCI)
confirmed that US citrus production is expected to
contract to 141 million boxes,
following a recent visit to the
US citrus belt to attend a conference on HLB (greening).

This will occur primarily
because of early flowering, high
temperatures during the winter and
fruit drop caused by greening.
“There is a very high incidence of
fruit drop; practically without precedence in the history of US citrus
production,” said GCONCI analyst
Gilberto Tozatti. “Taking into

account the reduction of area
devoted to citrus production in
Brazil, this will result in a reduction of FCOJ stocks that were, in
reality, pretty high.” he explained.
GCONCI president Eduardo
Mazzonetto added it is possible
that “the US may not have large
citrus harvests any more”, because
the country is not planting large
new areas with the crop.
Meanwhile, in Brazil, the
harvest that will be most compromised is the 2014/15 harvest, as
producers were not fertilising their
crops properly. “This will compromise flowering in August and
September [2013], which will lay
the ground for the 2014/15 crop,”
Mazzonetto warned.

Brazilian fruit earnings decline
BY VLADIMIR PEKIC

BRAZIL exported 693 000
tonnes of fresh fruit in 2012,
or 1.7% more than in the
preceding year. On the other
hand, export revenues
dropped by 2.2% to USD619
million in 2012, due to lower

Juices for caterers
SUNMAGIC, a UK brand of
fruit juice primarily used in
the on-premise trade, has
launched four new varieties:
Mango,
Passion
fruit,
Pineapple & Coconut and
Pomegranate. The juices come
in one-litre shelf-stable packs,
with replaceable capsand cost
GBP1.59 (USD2.49).

international fruit prices.

Cloves Ribeiro Neto, technical
manager of the Brazilian Fruits
Institute (Ibraf), explained that
importers of Brazilian fruits are
slowly recovering from the effects
of the global economic crisis,
which is reflected in export
figures. He added that the ongoing
crisis in important consumer
markets means that Brazil’s fresh
fruit exports will probably remain
unchanged in 2013.
Fortunately, demand for certain
fruits remains strong. Ibraf singled
out melon, lemon and mango as
key export products for the
country. While melon exports
were the largest in terms of
volume with 182 000 tonnes
exported in 2012, mango exports
topped the list of best earners with
USD137 million.

The situation in Florida is a
little bit worse, because Brazil can
produce citrus fruit in areas that
are under less pressure from HLB,
Tozatti explained. “Today, they
[the US] are investing around
USD20 million per year to research
HLB. We believe that we will not
have to wait very long until practical, field-based solutions emerge
that allow [producers to] live with
this disease,” he added.
One possible management
technique is to interfere with the
genetics of the disease vector, the
Asian citrus psyllid, by using RNA

“Meanwhile, in Brazil, the
harvest that will be most
compromised is the
2014/15 harvest, as
producers were not
fertilising crops properly.”
interference, a biological process
in which RNA molecules inhibit
gene expression. This could take
10-15 years to be implemented in
practice, said Tozatti. The other
option is to control the psyllid on a
regional basis.

Unhappy growers quit orange
BY JENNIFER WILLIS-JONES

UNCERTAINTIES
surrounding orange production
in recent years have
prompted producers in São
Paulo, Brazil to shift to more
profitable crops which are
less susceptible to the effects
of the economic crisis.
The region, which is responsible for 80% of orange juice sold
globally, has lost 60 000 hectares
of late, according to figures from
the IEA (Institute of Agricultural
Economics). Area planted to
orange fell to 481 000 ha this year
from 541 000 ha in 2012. In these
areas planting of sugar cane is
becoming popular.
With supposedly high levels of
juice stocks, processors are not
processing all oranges produced.
Without buyers, producers leave
part of their orange harvest to rot.
The situation is aggravated
further by phytosanitary issues, a

slump in global consumption of
orange juice and stagnant domestic sales.
According to Marco Antonio
dos Santos, president of the Rural
Syndicate of Taquaritinga, sugar
cane is guaranteed to generate
more of an income for producers.
“It is natural [to migrate away
from orange growing]. You start to
lose money, so your look for
another crop,” he said.
“Since many cities do not have
sugar or alcohol factories, they
stop receiving the taxes and are
only left with the onus of protecting workers who come from other
states [with social and healthcare
assistance],” a study by the IEA
added.
Producer Carlos Eduardo Prudente Corrêa Júnior, who had 900
ha planted to oranges in the 1990s,
now farms just 94 ha.
“The trend is to reduce it
further,” he said. “Citrus growing
is not profitable anymore.”
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